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The Aus-e-Stage project is providing performing arts researchers with platform-independent, remotely accessible and 
visually interactive access to research data. It builds on the success of the AusStage partnership in harnessing ICTs to 
performing arts research and addressing the methodological challenges of incorporating quantitative approaches within 
arts and humanities research. This paper reports on the development of the Mapping Events service, one of three nodes in 
the Aus-e-Stage project. Case studies demonstrate the prospects and provocations of incorporating digital mapping into 
research on live performance. 
 
The AusStage database (http://www.ausstage.edu.au) is widely used for research in universities, the arts industry and the 
collections sector. The database records information on live performance events (48,000+), and associated artists 
(81,000+), venues (4,900+), organisations (8,900+) and resources (41,000+). A web-delivered interface uses form-based 
search and retrieval to deliver results, while hyperlinks enable researchers to explore relations between records. A text-
based interface, however, has only limited capacity to represent the geography of performance events. The Aus-e-Stage 
Mapping Events service is providing new map-based interfaces with which to search and display AusStage data.  
 
The Mapping Events service provides the ability to chart the geographic distribution of performance events. Its 
functionality includes user-controlled geographic display of venues and associated events, zooming from global-scale to 
street-level, and overlay of demographic data and historical maps. Researchers are using the service to map regional 
ecologies of performance, to track patterns of distribution, exposure and influence, and to explore the historical 
geographies of performances, venues and communities. The service is also provoking innovation in the way researchers 
are conceptualising research questions, designing data-driven methodologies and visualising results. 
 
Maps are synoptic by convention. Events from different times are displayed up on a continuous terrain. Yet, contrary to 
this convention, the development of the Mapping Events service has brought temporality to the fore. Researchers 
required time-range controls, timeline displays, time-series animation and trajectory-tracking of tours to reveal the time-
space dynamism of live events. Time-based display also helped researchers tease apart the densely layered, metro-centric 
distribution of the AusStage dataset. The service applies clustering algorithms to manage the display of venues at 
different scales, yet the highly clustered topography of the dataset challenges the underlying continuity of the geo-
coordinate grid, provoking explorations of imaginary cartographies, alternative cosmologies and geo-morphing 
techniques.  
 
The Aus-e-Stage project is funded by the Australian National Data Services (ANDS) and the Australian Research 
Collaboration Service (ARCS) through the National eResearch Architecture Taskforce (NeAT). The Mapping Events 
service has been built using the KML-encoded geographic data which can be displayed in Google Earth and Google 
Maps. The Google Maps API and the Google Earth API enable KML-encoded geographic data to be embedded and 
displayed in web-pages via JavaScript and plug-in. The mapping service uses the OpenGIS KML Encoding Standard, an 
application of XML, the W3C’s open standard markup language and the service code is released under open source Gnu 
Public Licence Version 3 (GPLV3). Data about venues and events is expressed as place marks in KML for display on 
Google Earth and venue and event place marks have been time-coded for chronological display via Google Earth’s time-
slider. Links to AusStage records are embedded in KML and users are able to browse venues and events in Google Earth 
with one-click access to AusStage records.  
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